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Abstract

Retrons were described in 1984 as DNA sequences that code for a reverse transcriptase

and a unique single-stranded DNA/RNA hybrid called multicopy single-stranded DNA

(msDNA). It would not be until 2020 that a function was shown for retrons, when compelling

evidence was presented that retrons activate an abortive infection pathway in response to

bacteriophage (phage) infection. When infected with the virulent mutant of the phage

lambda, λVIR, and to a lesser extent, other phages, a retron designated Ec48 is activated,

the Escherichia coli bearing this retron element dies, and the infecting phage is lost. With

the aid of a mathematical model, we explore the a priori conditions under which retrons will

protect bacterial populations from predation by phage and the conditions under which ret-

ron-bearing bacteria will evolve in populations without this element. Using isogenic E. coli

with and without Ec48 and λVIR, we estimated the parameters of our model and tested the

hypotheses generated from our analysis of its properties. Our models and experiments

demonstrate that cells expressing a retron-mediated abortive infection system can protect

bacterial populations. Our results demonstrate that retron bearing bacteria only have a com-

petitive advantage under a limited set of conditions.

Introduction

Retrons, DNA sequences that code for a reverse transcriptase and a unique single-stranded

DNA/RNA hybrid called multicopy single-stranded DNA (msDNA), were discovered in 1984

[1] and were the first example of a reverse transcriptase coded for by bacteria [2, 3]. These ele-

ments were initially found in Myxococcus xanthus, but subsequently have been observed in a

number of bacterial species, including Escherichia coli [4, 5]. Like CRISPR-Cas, retrons are

being employed for genome engineering [5–7], and are capable of doing editing tasks that can-

not be done by CRISPR-Cas [8]. Also like CRISPR-Cas, the function of retrons was not deter-

mined for decades after their discovery and molecular characterization [9]. For retrons, the

identification of a function came in 2020 when Millman and collaborators presented compel-

ling evidence that retrons mediate an abortive infection (abi) response [10].
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With this abi mechanism, the infected cell dies along with the infecting phage [11]. From an

evolutionary perspective, abi raises interesting questions. Phage-defense systems like envelope

resistance, restriction-modification, and CRISPR-Cas are to the advantage of the individual

bacteria expressing them. This is not the case for abi; where the defense against phage is

through suicide and thereby not to the advantage of the individual bacteria expressing this

defense mechanism. To account for the evolution of abortive infection mechanisms, it has been

postulated that abi is an altruistic trait which provides an advantage to the collective, clonal

population [12, 13]. Individual cells that commit suicide due to phage infection prevent these

viruses from infecting and killing other, genetically identical, members of their population.

Using agent-based models and experiments with E. coli and its phages, Fukuyo and col-

leagues and Berngruber and colleagues [12, 13], provide a theoretical basis and experimental

support for this altruistic suicide hypothesis for the ecological role and evolution of abi. They

show that in physically structured habitats, abi can successfully protect populations against

invasion by phage, and phage-mediated selection can lead to the evolution of abortive infection.

Here we investigate the conditions under which, by abortive infection, retrons can protect

bacterial populations from invasion by lytic phages and the extent to which abi will be selected

for in otherwise isogenic bacterial populations lacking this trait. Using a mathematical model

of the population and evolutionary dynamics of bacteria and phages in mass culture, we

explore the a priori conditions under which retron-mediated abi can protect populations of

bacteria from invasion by lytic phages, and that phage-mediated selection will enable retrons

to become established and maintained in bacterial populations. Using E. coli MG1655 bearing

the retron Ec48 described by Millman and colleagues [10] and a virulent mutant of the phage

lambda, λVIR, for which Millman et al. showed the Ec48 mechanism functions reduces pla-

quing efficency the most, we estimate the parameters of this model and test the validity of the

predictions generated from our numerical analysis of its properties for both the protection and

evolution hypotheses in liquid and two forms of physically structured habitats- one where the

colonies are growing in a 2D structure as colonies and another where the colonies are expand-

ing in 3D within a soft agar matrix.

The results of our experiments support the proposition that, in liquid and the two physically

structured habitats studied, retrons can protect populations of bacteria from infection by

phages. Our models and experiments also indicate that the conditions for retrons playing this

ecological role are restrictive; the abortive infection mechanism has to be nearly perfect, and

there cannot be phage-susceptible retron- bacteria that can support the growth of the phages.

As anticipated by our models and the theory and experiments reported in [12, 13], in liquid

culture in the presence of phage, retrons will not become established in populations of bacteria

susceptible to these viruses. Contrary to these earlier studies, in the physically structured habi-

tat of soft agar, abortive infection alone cannot account for the evolution of the retron in popu-

lations lacking this element. However, when growing in the structured habitat of colonies on

the surface of agar in the presence of phages, a retron+ population increases in frequency

within a retron- population. Moreover, in all three habitats, in the presence of λVIR, envelope

resistant mutants which do not allow for phage adsorption emerge in both retron+ (bacteria

with the Ec48 retron) and retron- (bacteria lacking Ec48) E. coli populations and ascend to

become the dominant population of bacteria.

Results

A model of retron-mediated abortive infection

To build the theoretical background to generate hypotheses, design experiments, and interpret

their results, we employ a mathematical model. This model is based on the interactions of the
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populations illustrated in Fig 1, along with the definitions and parameters defined in S1

Table in S1 File. In accord with this model, the rates of change in the densities of bacteria and

phage and the concentration of the limiting resource are given by the system of time-depen-

dent, coupled differential equations listed in S1-S6 Equations in S1 File.

Protection against lytic phages mediated by retrons

We open with an exploration of the population and evolutionary dynamics of retron-mediated

abortive infection with an analysis of the ability of retrons to protect from predation by lytic

phages. For this theoretical and experimental considerations of retron-mediated abi, we pres-

ent the predicted and observed densities of bacteria and phage when their populations first

encounter each other, time 0, and at 24 hours (Fig 2). We performed a theoretical analysis

using the parameters and values estimated for this system (S1 Table in S1 File) to determine

the minimum efficacy of retron-mediated abi needed to protect populations from phage infec-

tion. We tested a range of values of abi effectiveness, q, from 0.95 to 1.0 with steps of 0.001. We

found that at least 98% of the infection events have to be aborted by the retron to protect the

population from phages (S1 Fig in S1 File). In other words, q must be at least 0.98 for retron-

mediated abi to be protective. With these results in mind, we selected q values of 1.00 and 0.95

to illustrate abortive infection success and failure, respectively, Fig 2A and 2B.

As can be seen in Fig 2A, a completely effective retron-mediated abi defense system

(q = 1.00) is able to protect a population of retron+ bacteria from predation by phages. By 24

hours, the phage population is gone and the retron+ population is at its maximum resource-

limited density. When the retron- populations are confronted with phage, by 24 hours, the bac-

teria are eliminated and there is a substantial density of free phages. The ability of the retron to

prevent the ascent of the phage and protect the bacterial population is critically dependent on

the efficacy (q) of retron-mediated abortive infection (Fig 2A and 2B, and S1 Fig in S1 File).

In Fig 2C–2E we present the results of our experimental tests of the retron protection

hypothesis presented in Fig 2A and 2B using the retron+ E. coli Ec48 [10] and a lytic mutant of

the phage lambda, λVIR. As a retron- control, we use a λVIR-sensitive E. coli MG1655, otherwise

isogenic to Ec48. As anticipated from the model (Fig 2A and 2B), when confronting the ret-

ron+ bacteria the λVIR population is gone or nearly so by 24 hours and the bacterial density is

at the level of a phage-free control (Fig 2C, blue bar). The results of the experiment with the

λVIR and the retron- sensitive strain are inconsistent with the prediction of the model. As

Fig 1. Diagram of a model of the population and evolutionary dynamics of lytic phage and bacteria with and

without a retron-mediated abortive infection mechanism. There is a single population of lytic phage, P; a phage-

sensitive retron-encoding (retron+) population, E; an envelope resistant retron+ population, Er; a phage-sensitive

(retron-) population, N; and an envelope resistant retron- population, Nr. The phage adsorbs to the N and E bacteria

with rate constants, δn and δe (ml�cells/hour), respectively. The phage replicates on the N population with each

infection producing βn phage particles, the burst size. A fraction q (0� q�1) of the phages that adsorb to E population

are lost and thus do not replicate. The remaining (1—q) of infections of E produce βe phage particles. At rates μnr

and μer per cell per hour, the bacteria transition from their respective phage sensitive to phage resistant states, and at

rates μrn and μre they transition from the resistant to their respective phage sensitive states.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0285274.g001
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Fig 2. Conditions under which retrons protect monoclonal bacterial populations from phage infection. Computer

simulations results without envelope resistance and experimental results. The computer simulations model dynamics

in the liquid environment. Shown are the densities of a retron+ bacterial population in the absence (blue) and presence

(orange) of phage (red) and a retron- bacterial population in the absence (green) and presence (purple) of phage at 0

(Initial) and 24 hours (Final). The parameters used for the simulations were: k = 1, e = 5x10-7 ug/cell, ve = vn = 2.0 h-1,

δe = δn = 2x10-7 h-1cell-1, βe = βn = 60 phages/cell, μnr = μrn = μer = μre = 0. A, B- Computer simulation results with a

completely effective (A, q = 1.00) and incompletely effective (B, q = 0.95) abortive infection system. C, D, E- Protection

experiments in liquid (C), soft agar (D), and with colonies growing on a surface (E). Plotted are means and standard

deviation of three biological replicas.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0285274.g002
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anticipated by the model, the phage density increased over 24 hours, but contrary to what is

expected from the model, the bacteria were not lost, but rather increased to a density similar to

that in the absence of phage (Fig 2C). These consistencies and inconsistencies between the

experiments and the model occur regardless of the habitat in which the experiments. In both

soft agar (Fig 2D) and when growing as colonies (Fig 2E) the bacteria were able to survive

phage predation regardless of the presence or absence of the retron system, but in populations

bearing the retron, the phages were lost.

One possible reason for the survival of the bacteria lacking the retron system in the presence

of phages is that the bacteria recovered at 24 hours from the retron- population are resistant to

λVIR. To test this hypothesis, we employed the cross-streak method on colonies isolated at 24

hours to determine their susceptibility to λVIR (S3 Table in S1 File). By this criterion, the vast

majority of the initially sensitive retron- bacteria recovered at 24 hours are resistant to λVIR.

This is also the case for the retron+ bacteria recovered at 24 hours.

Invasion of retrons

Central to the hypothesis of adaptive evolution is the ability of a novel character to increase

when initially rare as would be the case for a new mutant. In this interpretation, if retron medi-

ated abortive infection evolved because it provides an advantage when phages are present, it

should be able to increase in frequency when it is initially rare. In Fig 3 we explore the pre-

dicted and observed conditions under which a population bearing the retron will be able to

increase in frequency from an initial 1:100 ratio in competition with a population of retron-

bacteria. Stated another way, we explore the conditions under which the retron+ population

will be able to invade when rare.

As seen in the left side of Fig 3, in the absence of phage in all three habitats, as predicted by

the model of mass culture (Fig 3A), the retron+ population does not increase in frequency rela-

tive to the retron- population, it does not invade when rare. Shown in the right side, and as

seen in Fig 2, there is a qualitative difference in the prediction of the model and the observed

experiments in the presence of phage (Fig 3B). The model predicts that there will be no bacte-

ria present after 24 hours, yet in all three habitats we find bacteria at the end of the experiment.

Consistent with the model (Fig 3A), in liquid (Fig 3B) as well as in soft agar (Fig 3C), the ret-

ron+ population is not able to invade when rare. Nevertheless, the retron- population at 24

hours reaches a final density similar to the phage-free invasion experiments. In contrast, when

growing as colonies in the presence of phage (Fig 3D), the retron+ population invades when

rare.

To account for the differences in the results of our experiments and those predicted by the

model, we performed computer simulations with the model presented in Fig 1, but we now

allowed for the generation of phage-resistant retron+ (Er) and retron- (Nr) bacterial popula-

tions. As noted in Chaudhry et al. [14], there is a high rate of generation of λVIR resistant E.

coli, suggesting transition rates, μer, μnr, μre, and μrn of 10-5 per cell per hour. With these rates,

both the phage and resistant bacteria ascend (Fig 4). The generation of resistance is also consis-

tent with the growth of the retron+ and retron- populations in the invasion experiments (Fig

3B). Stated another way, if we allow for phage resistant mutants to be generated in our model,

the retron+ population can increase in density (Fig 4B, hashed orange), but the dominant pop-

ulation will still be phage-resistant retron- cells (Fig 4B, hashed purple).

Discussion

We began the study with two goals: First, to determine the conditions under which retrons

will protect populations of bacteria from predation by virulent (lytic) bacteriophages. Second,
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to determine the conditions under which retron-encoding bacteria will evolve, that is increase

in frequency when rare in populations of bacteria without this element. We found that retrons

are able to protect populations of retron+ bacteria in the presence of phages in mass-liquid cul-

ture, structured soft agar, and when growing as colonies on surfaces. Our results also indicate

that the conditions under which retron-encoding bacteria are able to invade when rare are nar-

row. In addressing both of these goals, in our experiments, we found that envelope resistant

Fig 3. Conditions for the invasion of a retron+ population into a community dominated by a retron- population.

Computer simulations in the absence of envelope resistance, and experimental results. Bacteria and phage densities at

time 0 (Initial) and 24 hours (Final). Left side: retron+ (blue) and a retron- bacterial population (green) co-cultured in

the absence of phage. Right side: retron+ (orange) and a retron- bacterial population (purple) co-cultured in the

presence of phage (red). The parameters used for the simulations were: k = 1, e = 5x10-7 ug/cell, ve = vn = 2.0 h-1, δe =

δn = 2x10-7 h-1cell-1, βe = βn = 60 phages/cell, μnr = μrn = μer = μre = 0, q = 1.00. A- Computer simulation results for an

invasion condition with a completely effective abortive infection system. B, C, D- Invasion experiments in liquid (B),

soft agar (C), and with colonies growing on a surface (D). Shown are means and standard deviation of three

independent experiments with biological replicas.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0285274.g003
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mutants emerge and become the dominant trait, suggesting that retrons are only one step in

the mechanisms that bacteria employ as a defense against phage predation.

Our mass action models predict that retron-mediated abi can prevent the populations of

bacteria coding for them from being preyed upon by lytic phages, but only if the retron-medi-

ated abi is nearly completely effective, and when there are no other bacterial populations that

can support the replication of the phages. The results of our experiments, like those of Millman

and colleagues [10] with the retron-encoding abi system in E. coli Ec48, and the phage λVIR,

are consistent with these predictions. In addition to this protection result occurring in mass,

liquid culture, our experiments demonstrate that the protection against lytic phages happens

in physically structured populations of bacteria maintained in soft agar or as colonies on sur-

faces. Our model also predicts if retron-mediated abortive infection is less than 98% effective,

with more than 2% of infections being lytic and producing phages, or when there are retron-

populations that can support the replication of the phage, retrons will not be able to protect a

population from predation by lytic phages. We were unable to test this< 98% efficacy hypoth-

esis experimentally, because our experimental results show that the retron-mediated abortive

infection is overshadowed by selection for mutants resistant to the phages. However, since our

retron+ population was capable of eliminating the phage population when alone, we interpret

Fig 4. Computer simulations of retron population dynamics with envelope resistance. The simulation conditions are similar to those in Fig 3A but

allow for the generation of resistance, μer = μre = μnr = μrn = 10−5 per cell per hour. Densities of bacteria and phage at time 0 (Initial) and 24 hours

(Final) for two invasion conditions. Left side: retron+ (blue) and retron- (green) bacteria in the absence of phage. Right side: retron+ (orange) and

retron- bacteria (purple) in the presence of phage (red). The densities of phage-resistant mutant bacteria are noted by bars with white hashing next to

the bar of the sensitive population. A- Simulations with a completely effective abortive infection system (q = 1.00). B- Simulations with a less-than

completely effective abortive infection system (q = 0.95).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0285274.g004
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this to suggest that the efficacy of the Ec48 abortive infection system is over 98%. Even though

this retron-mediated abortive infection system is highly effective, when the bacteria are capable

of generating envelope resistant mutants, retron+ or retron- resistant mutants ascend to domi-

nate the bacterial populations.

There is a caveat to this study, only a single phage population was considered. Part of the

reason for this is that the study by Milliman and colleagues found the phage λVIR to be the

most efficient at activating the retron Ec48 [10]. While they provided evidence that other

phages are sensitive to the abortive infection mediated by this retron, the effects were small.

Part of the reason for this variability is that to activate the retron, the phage has to inhibit

RecBCD, which is unlikely to occur across different E. coli phage species. Be that as it may, the

effectiveness of retron-mediated immunity against multiple phages is an interesting but open

question.

Our model predicts that in liquid culture even if a retron-mediated abi defense system is

100% effective in preventing lytic phage replication, and there are an abundance of phages, the

retron+ population will not be able to evolve by abortive infection alone. Stated another way,

when initially rare, the retron+ bacteria will not be able to become established in a population

of retron- bacteria of similar fitness. Our experiments testing this hypothesis were consistent

with this prediction in soft agar as well as liquid culture. As in both habitats, the retron-encod-

ing populations were unable to become established in populations dominated by retron- com-

petitors. However, when growing as colonies in surfaces, we found that the retron-encoding

bacteria were able to increase in frequency when initially rare. In all three tested habitats, the

E. coli population surviving an encounter with λVIR, was dominated by λVIR resistant mutants.

It had been postulated that in the presences of phages, bacteria with other abortive infection

mechanisms can evolve and become established when rare in populations without these mech-

anisms. Using agent-based models, Fukuyo and colleagues [12] and Berngruber and colleagues

[13] predicted that in physically structured communities, where the bacteria are growing as col-

onies, there are conditions where bacteria with abi systems can invade. Using a constructed abi

system, Fukuyo and colleagues [12] found that in the physically structured habitat of soft agar

[12, 15], in the presence of phages, their abi-encoding bacteria has an advantage over bacteria

without this abi system, but not in a habitat without structure. Similar results were obtained by

Berngruber and colleagues [13]. In their experiments with E. coli growing as colonies in struc-

tured environments, depending on the number and size of the colonies, bacteria with their abi

system were substantially more fit than the competing population of abi- E. coli. In neither of

these studies, was the abortive infection system able to evolve in liquid culture. Contrary to

these two results, with the retron-mediated abi λVIR system used in this study, the retron-

encoding population was unable to evolve in the physically structured habitat of soft agar, it

was only when growing as colonies on a surface that we saw the invasion. At this juncture, we

do not know why certain types of physically structured habitats are sufficient to allow for the

invasion of the abi trait. Why should soft agar be different than colonies growing on a surface?

Materials and methods

The mathematical model

In Fig 1, we illustrate our model of the population dynamics of lytic phage and bacteria with

and without a retron-mediated abortive infection system and envelope resistance. There is a

single population of phage, P, particles per ml and four bacterial populations of bacteria, E, Er,

N, and Nr cells per ml. The phage sensitive retron population, E, has a functional abi system.

Though it also has a function abi system, the Er population is refractory to the phage. The N

and Nr populations are retron negative, retron-, that are, respectively sensitive and resistant to
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the phage. When a phage infects a bacterium of state E, there is a probability q (0� q� 1),

that the bacteria will die and the infecting phage will be lost. The N population and 1-q of the

E population support the replication of the phage while Er and Nr are refractory to the phage.

The bacteria grow at maximum rates, ve, ver, vn, and vnr, per cell per hour, for E, Er, N and

Nr, respectively with the net rate of growth being equal to the product of maximum growth

rate, vmax and the concentration of a limiting resource, r μg/ml, vmax*ψ(R) [16], S7 Eq in S1

File. The parameter k, the Monod constant, is the concentration of the resource, at which the

net growth rate of the bacteria is half its maximum value. By mutation or other processes, the

bacteria change states, E!Er and Er!E, at rates μer and μre, per cell per hour, and N!Nr and

Nr!N at rates μnr and μrn.

The limiting resource is consumed at a rate equal to the product ofC(R), a conversion effi-

ciency parameter, e μg/cell [17] and the sum of products of the maximum growth rates of the

bacteria and their densities. We assume phage infection is a mass action process that occurs at a

rate equal to the product of the density of bacteria and phage and a rate constants of phage infec-

tion, δe and δn (ml�cells/hour) for infections of E and N, respectively [18]. Infections of N by P

produce βn phage particles, and the (1-q) of the infections of E by P that do not abort, produce

βe phage particles. To account for the decline in physiological state as the bacteria approach sta-

tionary phase, R = 0, we assume phage infection and mutation rates decline at a rate propor-

tional to Eq.1. The lag before the start of bacterial growth and latent period of phage infection

are not considered in this model or the numerical solution employed to analyze its properties.

The changes in the densities of bacteria and phage in this model are expressed as the series

of coupled differential equations presented in the S1 File.

Numerical solutions—Computer simulations

To analyze the properties of this model we use Berkeley Madonna to solve the differential

equations (S1-S7 Equations in S1 File). The growth rate and phage infections parameters used

for these simulations are those estimated for E. coli and λVIR. Copies of this program are avail-

able at www.eclf.net.

Growth media and strains

Bacterial cultures were grown at 37 ˚C in MMB broth (LB broth (244620, Difco) supplemented

with 0.1 mM MnCl2 and 5 mM MgCl2). The E. coli strain of MG1655 containing the Ec48 ret-

ron plasmid was obtained from Rotem Sorek. The sensitive E. coli used for controls was E. coli
MG1655 marked with streptomycin resistance, and the Ec48 was marked with ampicillin resis-

tance to differentiate in the invasion experiments. The λVIR phage lysates were prepared from

single plaques at 37 ˚C in LB medium alongside E. coli C. Chloroform was added to the lysates

and the lysates were centrifuged to remove any remaining bacterial cells and debris. The λVIR

strain used in these experiments was obtained from Sylvain Moineau.

Sampling bacterial and phage densities

Bacteria and phage densities were estimated by serial dilution in 0.85% saline followed by plat-

ing. The total density of bacteria was estimated on LB hard (1.6%) agar plates. In invasion

experiments, diluted samples were placed on LB hard (1.6%) agar plates supplemented with

ampicillin (2.5%) or streptomycin (4%) plates to distinguish retron+ and retron- E. coli. To

estimate the densities of free phage, chloroform was added to suspensions before serial dilu-

tion. These suspensions were plated at various dilutions on lawns made up of 0.1 mL of over-

night LB-grown cultures of E. coli MG1655 (about 5×108 cells per mL) and 4 mL of LB soft

(0.65%) agar on top of hard (1.6%) LB agar plates.
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The Liquid culture experiments

Bacterial overnight cultures grown at 37 ˚C in MMB Broth were serially diluted in 0.85% saline

to approximate initial density and 100 μL were added to flasks containing 10 mL MMB. λVIR

lysate (>108 pfu/mL) was serially diluted to a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of ~1 and 100 μL

was added to the appropriate flask (where bacteria and phage densities are equal). These flasks

were sampled for both phage and bacterial initial densities (t = 0 h) and were then grown at

37˚C with constant shaking. The flasks were, once again, sampled for phage and bacterial den-

sities (t = 24 h).

Experiments in soft agar cultures

Bacterial cultures grown at 37˚C in MMB and λVIR lysate were serially diluted in 0.85% saline

to the initial densities shown in the figures. The final dilutions were sampled for phage and

bacterial initial densities and 100 μL of diluted phage and bacteria were added to 4 mL of LB

soft (0.65%) agar and poured into small petri dishes which were grown at 37˚C. After 24

hours, the agar was placed into a tube containing 6 mL of saline, vortexed and sonicated in a

water bath for 1 hour. These tubes were serially diluted and sampled for final phage and bacte-

rial densities.

Experiments in SSS

The method employed in the experiments with colonies on surfaces is that developed and

employed by Lone Simonsen for a study of the population dynamics of conjugative plasmid

transfer in physically structured habitats [19]. A volume 4mL of LB agar was pipetted onto a

glass microscope slide and allowed to harden. 0.1mL of a phage lysate diluted to the initial den-

sities shown in the figures was placed on one side of the slide and 0.1mL of a bacterial over-

night diluted to the initial densities shown was placed on the other side. The liquids were

mixed via spreading with a plastic spreader over the surface of the microscope slide and

allowed to grow overnight at 37˚C. After 24 hours, the agar was placed into a tube containing

6 mL of saline, vortexed, and sonicated in a water bath for 1 hour. These tubes were serially

diluted and sampled for final phage and bacterial densities.

Resistance testing with cross streaks

Bacteria were tested by streaking in straight lines ten colonies from 24-hour plates across 20 μL

of a λVIR lysate (>108 plaque-forming units [pfu]/mL) on LB hard (1.6%) agar plates. Suscepti-

bility to λVIR was noted as breaks in the lines of growth. Continuous lines were interpreted as

evidence for resistance. 100 colonies were selected from each culture with 10 colonies being

streaked on each plate, data reported as ratio of resistant colonies per plate.

Growth rate estimations

Growth rates were estimated in a Bioscreen C. 48-hour overnights of each strain to be tested

were diluted in MMB broth to an initial density of approximately 105 cells per ml. 10 technical

replicas of each strain were loaded into 100-well plates and grown at 37c with shaking for 24

hours taking OD (600nm) measurements every five minutes.
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